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PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE x70 Exam No. 2 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade) 

General Remarks 

Do not use back side for answers.  Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if necessary.  Midterm 

progress grade will be calculated based on this exam (75%) and homework (25%). Three pages of cheat sheet are allowed. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ MPTS: __ MGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MPTS – total midterm points, MGR – total midterm grade. 

Problem 1A (15pts.) 

Analyze the definition of the following class that encloses an array.  Implement the class copy constructor. 

 

// assume inside KLASS.H file 

class KLASS { 

protected: 

    size_t mySize;                  // standard naming convention used  

    size_t myCapa;                  // standard naming convention used  

    double* myArr; 

public: 

    KLASS() : mySize(0), myCapa(10) { myArr = new double[myCapa]; } 

// method/function prototype goes here 

 

 

}; // implementation below goes into *.CPP file: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Problem 1B Quick Questions (10pts.) 

The problem above contains partial source code of: 

 
function / class / function template / class template / something else 

 

In the correctly implemented class that contains data allocated dynamically: passing variable to a function by value causes: 

 
shallow copy / deep copy / program crashes / program does not compile 

 

In the correctly implemented class that contains data allocated dynamically: assigning one class variable to another causes: 

 
shallow copy / deep copy / program crashes / program does not compile 

 

In the BadVector homework: which method(s) contain or call code that causes dynamic memory allocation (new)? 

 
only default constructor / only copy constructor / any constrcutor / none 

 

In the BadVector homework: which method(s) contain or call code that causes dynamic memory deallocation (delete)? 

 
only default constructor / only copy constructor / any constrcutor / none 
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Problem 2A (15pts.) 

Convert the following function that sorts an array of integers to the function template that sorts an array of T.   

Do not rewrite!  Make corrections on the provided existing code.  Note: both sorted data and its quantity is stored in 

int data type instead of specialized data types to make the exercise more interesting. 

 

template  <  typename T  > 

inline  void  mySwap  (  T  &  a  ,  T  &  b  )  { 

    auto  c  =  a  ;  a  =  b  ;  b  =  c  ; 

} 

 

 

void  SelectionSort  (  int  V[]  ,  int  len  )  { 

    const  int  last  =  len  -  1  ; 

    for  (  int  i  =  0  ;  i  <  last  ;  i++  )  { 

        int  minValue  =  V  [  i  ]  ; 

        int  minIndex  =  i  ; 

        for  (  int  j  =  i  ;  j  <  len  ;  j++ ) 

            if  (  V  [  j  ]  <  minValue  )  { 

                minValue  =  V  [  j  ]; 

                minIndex  =  j  ; 

            } 

        mySwap  (  V  [  minIndex  ]  ,  V  [  i  ]  ); 

    } 

} 

Problem 2B (10pts.) 

Answer the facts about function and class template technology. For each statement circle true or false: 

a) A class or function template library file has no header file: true  /  false 

b) Data type represented by the “T” has to be known at compilation time: true  /  false 

c) Data type represented by the “T”can be a simple type, an array, pointer, or class: true  /  false 

d) Function templates can accepts also non-template variables such as int, or double: true  /  false 

e) The function template content can generate code for more than one function: true  /  false 
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Problem 3A (17pts.) 

Please implement the class point_child that inherits all data and methods from point_parent and adds the 

coordinate for the third dimension as private double z.  

Implement the child class constructor that initializes all coordinates to given nx, ny, and nz.  

Implement public access methods:  getX(), getY(), and getZ() as needed.  

Implement public method void setXYZ(double,double,double). 

 
class point_parent { 

private: 

    double x, y; 

public: 

    point_parent() : x(0.0), y(0.0) {} 

    point_parent(double nx, double ny) : x(nx), y(ny) {} 

    double getX() const { return(x); } 

    double getY() const { return(y); } 

    void   setXY(double nx, double ny) {x=nx; y=ny; } 

}; 

// Place your code below 

 

class point_child : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Problem 3B (8pts.) 

For each statement circle true or false: 

a) point_parent::x is accessible from main program true  /  false 

b) point_parent::x is accessible from any method of its child class true  /  false 
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Problem 4A (25pts.) 

Analyze the provided code and demonstrate your work by providing contents of what will be printed in case the code 

is run. Hint: about thirteen-line-long printout is expected. This code is very different from the sample exam code. 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

class A { 

public: 

    void F()            { cout << "A-F" << endl;} 

    void G()            { cout << "A-G" << endl;} 

    void H()            { cout << "A-H" << endl;} 

    virtual void I()    { cout << "A-I" << endl;} 

    virtual void J()    { cout << "A-J" << endl;} 

}; 

 

class B : public A { 

public: 

    void G()            { A::G(); cout << "B-G" << endl; } 

    void H()            { I();    cout << "B-H" << endl; } 

    virtual void I()    { J();    cout << "B-I" << endl; } 

    virtual void J()    { A::J(); cout << "B-J" << endl;} 

}; 

 

void FN(A &x) {  x.F();  x.G();  x.H();  x.I();  x.J(); } 

 

int main () { 

    A k; 

    B l; 

    FN(k); 

    FN(l); 

    return(0); 

} 

 


